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Abstract The perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary condition has been proven to be effective for attenuating reflections
from model boundaries during wavefield simulation. As such, it has been widely used in time-domain finite-difference wavefield
simulations. The conventional PML has poor performance for near grazing incident waves and low-frequency reflections. To
overcome these limitations, a more complex frequency-shifted stretch (CSF) function is introduced, which is known as the CFSPML boundary condition and can be implemented in the time domain by a recursive convolution technique (CPML). When
implementing the PML technique to second-order wave equations, all the existing methods involve adding auxiliary terms and
rewriting the wave equations into new second-order partial differential equations that can be simulated by the finite-difference
scheme, which may affect the efficiency of numerical simulation. In this paper, we propose a relatively simple and efficient
approach to implement CPML for the second-order equation system, which solves the original wave equations numerically in the
stretched coordinate. The spatial derivatives in the stretched coordinate are computed by adding a correction term to the regular
derivatives. Once the first-order spatial derivatives are computed, we computed the second-order spatial derivatives in a similar
way; therefore, we refer to the method as two-step CPML (TS-CPML). We apply the method to the second-order acoustic wave
equation and a coupled second-order pseudo-acoustic TTI wave equation. Our simulations indicate that amplitudes of reflected
waves are only about half of those computed with the traditional CPML method, suggesting that the proposed approach has
computational advantages and therefore can be widely used for forwarding modeling and seismic imaging.
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1. Introduction
Simulation of seismic wavefield propagation through complex media is a common approach to quantitatively study the
Earth’s interior. Due to its simplicity of implementation and
high accuracy to solutions of partial differential equations,
time-domain finite-difference (TDFD) methods become the
most dominant approach for seismic wavefield simulation
(Alford et al., 1974; Kelly et al., 1976; Marfurt, 1984; Vir* Corresponding author (email: niu@rice.edu)

ieux, 1984, 1986; Levander, 1988; Graves, 1996; Saenger et
al., 2000; Liu and Sen, 2009; Wang et al., 2014). In general,
finite-difference (FD) simulations are performed within a
finite model space. As such, a proper absorbing boundary
condition is required to attenuate undesired reflections from
the artificial boundaries of a truncated modeling domain.
Numerous approaches have been developed aiming for such
an ideal absorbing boundary condition with various efficiency and stability. Among them, the perfectly matched
layers (PML) method, first proposed by Bérenger (1994) for
electromagnetic wave simulation, has proven to be the most
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robust and efficient absorbing boundary condition for FD
simulation in a truncated domain.
In theory, the PML method causes no reflection at the
interface between the perfectly matched layer and the interior
of the model in a continuous domain for all angles of incidence and frequency. It has become a widely adopted absorbing boundary method in seismic modeling and imaging
for both acoustic and elastic waves in isotropic and anisotropic media (Chew and Liu, 1996; Hastings et al., 1996;
Collino and Tsogka, 2001; Marcinkovich and Olsen, 2003;
Festa and Nielsen, 2003; Wang and Tang, 2003; Basu and
Chopra, 2004; Kreiss and Duru, 2013; Li et al., 2018; Ma et
al., 2018, 2019a, 2019b). However, due to numerical discretization, the effectiveness of the conventional PML
method degrades for waves with grazing incidences at low
frequency (Festa and Vilotte, 2005; Komatitsch and Martin,
2007; Drossaert and Giannopoulos, 2007a, 2007b). By extending the concept of coordinate stretching from the convention PML approach, Kuzuoglu and Mittra (1996) first
proposed a complex frequency-shifted PML (CFS-PML) for
electromagnetic wave simulation. Many studies extended
this approach to seismic wave simulation and showed that
the proposed CFS-PML approach yields better absorbing
performance in the previously mentioned challenging cases
when compared with the conventional PML approach (Bérenger, 2002a, 2002b; Becache et al., 2004; Festa et al., 2005;
Festa and Vilotte, 2005; Drossaert and Giannopoulos, 2007a,
2007b; Komatitsch and Martin, 2007; Martin et al., 2008;
Martin and Komatitsch, 2009).
In order to effectively implement CFS-PML, Roden and
Gedney (2000) introduced a recursive convolution technique
(referred to as CPML) to solve the unsplit wavefield in
electromagnetic modeling. The same approach has been
applied to the first-order partial differential equations of
elastic wavefield (e.g., Drossaert and Giannopoulos, 2007a,
2007b; Komatitsch and Martin, 2007), viscoelastic and
poroelastic wavefields (Martin et al., 2008; Martin and Komatitsch, 2009), and other wavefields (Chen et al., 2014).
Alternatively, one can introduce auxiliary differential equations, which can be incorporated into the PML/CPML formulations to avoid the convolution operation (Ramadan,
2003; Martin et al., 2010; Zhang and Shen, 2010; Zhang et
al., 2014).
For a second-order equation system, there are two different
ways of implementing the unsplit-field PML/CPML. The
first category is to transform the second-order equation
system to the first-order equation system, which can be
solved efficiently by introducing auxiliary differential
equations (Martin et al., 2010; Zhang and Shen, 2010) or by
the CPML method. This approach belongs to the PML implementation of the first-order differential equations. The
second approach aims to transform the original wave equation into a new second-order differential equation that can be
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simulated with FD. This type of PML implementation needs
to add either auxiliary differential equations to the secondorder acoustic CPML equation (Appelö and Kreiss, 2007;
Gao et al., 2015) and elastic CPML equation (Li and Matar,
2010; Duru and Kreiss, 2012; Ma et al., 2019b) or auxiliary
parameters to the second-order equations, such as the revised
second-order acoustic wave equation (Pasalic and McGarry,
2010) and the revised elastic wave equation (Ma et al., 2018,
2019a). This second approach increases either the number of
equations or the number of unknown parameters in the
equations, which complicates the PML implementation of
the second-order equation.
In this paper, we propose a new implementation of unsplit
CPML for the second-order acoustic wave equation system
without transforming the wave equation and introducing new
parameters. Basically, we compute the spatial derivatives in
the stretched coordinate directly by adding a correction term
to the regular spatial derivative. For a second-order differential equation, we simply apply the first-order spatial derivatives twice in the same way. Hence, we refer to this twostep CPML as TS-CPML.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: we will first
give a brief review of the PML and CPML methods. We then
present a detailed description of the TS-CPML implementation. Finally, we present several numerical simulations using isotropic and tilted transverse isotropic (TTI)
media to demonstrate the performance of the TS-CPML
method.

2. The PML theory and its implementations
2.1

PML method

First, let us briefly review the theory of the PML method. We
set up PML in the vertical strip a<x<b (see Figure 1a). We
refer to the area of x<a as the computational domain and area
of a<x<b area as the PML domain. The basic principle of the
PML model is to couple the equation in the computational
domain with an equation in the PML domain such that there
is no reflection at the interface x=a, and that the wave’s
energy decreases exponentially in the PML domain. Let us
consider a two-dimensional acoustic plane wave u(θ, ω) that
arrives from x<a at an incident angle of θ with respect to the
x axis. The differential form of the linear acoustic wave in the
frequency domain can be written as:
2

u + k 2u = 0,

(1)

where u is the pressure wavefield in the frequency domain,
k=ω/v is the wave number, with ω being the angular frequency and v the velocity (or wave speed). Moreover, kx
=kcosθ and kz=ksinθ, with θ being the incidence angle at the
interface (Figure 1a). The harmonic solution of eq. (1) is the
plane wave:
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as:
u pml = (e

jk xx

)e

= e

jk xx

e

= ue

kx

jk z z
kx

x
d
0 x

x
0

dx dx

e

jk z z

dx

, a < x < b.

(5)

Eq. (5) implies that the wave decays by a factor of
exp

{

kx

x
0

d x dx

}

in the PML zone. Due to kx=kcosθ, a

wave propagating closes to the normal incidence generally
has better absorbing performance in the PML zone. It also
implies that the classical PML method is less efficient in the
case of very thin mesh slices with a wave propagating at
grazing incidence as kx is close zero when the incident angle
θ approaches to 90°.
2.2

Figure 1 (a) Schematic diagram showing a plane wave propagating from
the computational domain to the PML layer. (b) A 2-D rectangular computational domain (light grey) surrounding by PML layers (dark grey) and
the PML parameters setting diagram. (c) Finite-difference scheme of the
second-order spatial derivative in computational domain A and PML domain B, C, and D.

u =e

j(k xx +k z z )

,

(2)

where j denotes imaginary unit. The main idea of the PML
technique is that the waves generated in the computational
domain (interior zone) can travel to the PML zone without
reflection at the interface (x=a) and their energy decays in the
PML domain. Following Collino and Tsogka (2001), a new
complex coordinate x is introduced in the PML domain:
d
x
= sx = 1 + j x ,
x
j x
x =x
d x dx,

(3)

0

where d x is an absorbing function in the PML domain and the
subscript x is the label for the x axis. Eq. (3) also means that
in the frequency domain the partial derivative in the stretched
coordinate is scaled to the regular partial derivative by a
factor of 1 / sx:
1
=s
.
x
x x

(4)

We can see that the PML model involves a simple substitution and can be viewed as an analytical continuation of
the real coordinates in the complex space. Readers are referred to Collino and Tsogka (2001) and Komatitsch and
Martin (2007) for more details. Substituting eq. (3) into eq.
(2), we can get the plane wave solution in the PML domain

The CPML technique

The key difference between the classical PML and the CFSPML is the stretching function sx. The classical PML
stretching function is defined as sx = 1 + d x , while the CFSj
PML stretching function sx can be written as:
sx =

x+

dx
,
ax + j

(6)

where ax≥0 is the frequency-shifted factor and κx≥1 is the
scaling factor. Obviously, if we set κx=1 and ax=0, we obtain
the regular PML stretching function. dx is a damping function
that attenuates the wavefield exponentially inside the PML
region. In this study, we set κx=1, κz=1. Assuming that the
computational domain is a 2D rectangular area as shown in
Figure 1b, we set dx>0, κx=1, ax>0 and dz=0, κz=1, az=0 in the
PML region with x axis normal towards the interface to make
sure that the wavefield components propagating in the x direction are absorbed in PML domain. Accordingly, we can
set dz>0, κz=1, az>0 and dx=0, κx=1, ax=0 in the PML region
with z axis normal towards the interface to absorb the wavefield components propagating in the z direction.
In the time-domain, the partial derivative in the stretched
coordinate is shown in eq. (4) can be written as a convolution
of the inverse Fourier transform of the stretch function 1 / sx,
and the regular partial derivative:
x

=F

{s1 }

1

x

x

1
=s
x

−1

x

,

(7)

where F denotes the inverse Fourier transform. This approach, which employs a convolution to link the partial derivative between the stretched and regular coordinates, is
usually referred to as CPML, which turned out to be an
efficient implementation of CFS-PML.
It can be shown that the partial derivative in the stretched
coordinate can be further written as (e.g., Komatitsch and
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FD operators, Dx+ and Dx , which represent the forward and
backward finite-difference operator in the x direction:

Martin, 2007; Pasalic and McGarry, 2010):
x
t
x

=
=

1
x

x

t
x,

+

x(t )

x

,

(8)
dx

dx

x( t ) =

2 H (t )e

+ax t

x
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Dx+u(i , k ) =

u(i x (m 1) x, k z )] / x,

,

M

Dx u(i , k ) =

x

where H(t) is the Heaviside function and
is known as the
time convolution term, which is an operator instead of a
function. This operator can be represented in a recursive
format. In particular, the discrete-time function xn t can be
explicitly written as:

dx

bx = e
cx =

(n 1) t
x

= bx
x

+a x

dx
dx x + ax

t

n t

+ cx

x

,
(9)

,
2 (b x
x

1),

where n denotes the nth time step. Therefore, the convolution
term at each time step, xn t , can be obtained by their values
at the previous time step and the spatial derivatives at the
present time step.
2.3

TS-CPML for the second-order wave equation

The original second-order acoustic wave PML/CPML
equation is:
2u

1
=
x
v2 t 2
1
=s
x

u
+
x
z
1
x sx

c m[u(i x + m x, k z )
m =1

c m[u(i x + (m 1) x, k z )
u(i x m x, k z )] / x,

where and in the upcoming section i and k are discretization
indices along the x-axis and z-axis, respectively. Δx and Δz
are the grid size in the x-axis and z-axis. cm, m=1,2,3..., are
stagger-grid finite difference coefficients (Kindelan et al.,
1990; Liu, 2014). For example, in the case of fourth order in
space, M=2, the finite-difference coefficients c1=9/8 and c2=1/24.
When implementing eq. (11) in computing the first-order
derivatives, we first employed the forward FD operator to
compute the regular partial derivative at half-grid point:
un
x

t

= Dx+u n (i , k ) = u xn (i + 1 / 2, k ),

(13)

(i x +1/2 x , k z )

where ux represents the first order spatial derivative of the
wavefield, u. Then we added the convolution term to the
regular partial derivative to obtain the spatial derivative in
the stretched coordinate:
un
x

t

= u xn(i + 1 / 2, k )
(i x +1/2 x , k z )

= u xn(i + 1 / 2, k ) + bx(i + 1 / 2, k )

u
z
u
1
+s
x
z

(12)

m =1

t
x

n t
x

M

n 1
(u xn 1(i
x

1
z sz

u
,
z

(10)

where u is the wavefield and v is the velocity (or wave
speed). Because of the two-fold convolution operation, it is
difficult to discretize eq. (10) directly using a finite difference scheme in time domain. As mentioned above, all the
previous studies introduced additional parameters to transform eq. (10) into a new second-order partial differential
equation without the convolution operation. Instead of rewriting the original CPML eq. (10), we propose to directly
compute spatial derivative by two-step strategy using eqs. (8)
and (9):
un t
un t
=
+ xn t (u n t ).
(11)
x
x
Here we set κx=1. Eq. (11) means that at each time step the
partial derivative in the stretched coordinate can be computed by adding the convolution term to the regular partial
derivative, i.e., we can consider the convolution term as a
correction term and use eq. (9) to compute it at each time
step.
To further elaborate our FD scheme, we first introduce two

+ 1 / 2, k ))
+cx(i + 1 / 2, k )u xn (i + 1 / 2, k ).

(14)

Once the first partial derivatives of the wavefield,
u xn (i +1/2, k ), were computed, we employed the similar
scheme to compute the second-order derivative of the wavefield in the stretched coordinate:
u xn
x

= Dx u xn (i + 1 / 2, k )
(i x, k z )

M

=
=

c m[u xn (i 1 / 2 + m, k ) u xn (i + 1 / 2 m, k )]

u xn
x

x

m =1
u xxn (i, k ),

(15)
= u xnx (i, k )

(i x, k z )

= u xxn (i, k ) + bx(i , k )

n 1
n 1
x (u xx ( i, k ))

+cx(i , k )u xxn (i, k ).

Here we employed the backward FD operator in computing the regular spatial derivatives. It should be noted that our
scheme is applicable for any high-order FD stencils.
For a 2D rectangular area with a free surface (Figure 1c),
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we simply took away the top PML layer in Figure 1b and
applied the finite difference directly to the second-order
spatial derivatives in the computational and PML domains:
2u

x2

L
1
C 0u(i , k ) + Cl (u(i + l, k ) + u(i l, k )) ,
2
x
l =1

=

x

u
= D x D x+u(i, k ),
x

z

u
= D z D z+u(i , k ),
z

the second-order acoustic equation (Appendix A, https://link.
springer.com), TS-CPML involves fewer parameters, and
more importantly, avoids the calculation of the partial derivative of the convolution terms (Table 1).

(16a)

L
1
=
C 0u(i , k ) + Cl (u(i, k + l ) + u(i , k l)) ,
2
2
z
z
l =1
2u

2.4 TS-CPML for the pseudo-acoustic TTI wave
equation
Following Fletcher et al. (2009), we employed a coupled
second-order pseudo-acoustic wave equation for tilted
transverse isotropic (TTI) media:

(16b)

2p
2q
2t

D z D z+u(i, k ) are the discretized scheme of u x x (i x, k z ) and
u zz (i x, k z ), respectively. Thus, the discretized acoustic
wave equation with 2L-order finite-difference scheme in
computational domain B became:
u

n

+
+

t2
x2

C 0u n (i, k ) +

Cl(u n(i + l , k ) + u n (i l, k ))
(17)

u n +1(i , k ) = 2u n(i, k ) u n -1(i , k ) + v 2 t 2D z D z+u n(i, k )
(18b)

In the corner areas C (Figure 1c), the finite difference
scheme can be expressed as:

x

2

x
+

+ cos 2

2

2

z

2

2

z

2

2

+ sin2

x z

,
(21)

H1.

2p
puting p z i x, k z + z and then
similar to eqs.
2
x z
(13)–(15). Note that the first-order spatial derivatives were
computed at half grids and were further interpolated to the
full grids:

u n +1(i , k ) = 2u n(i, k ) u n -1(i , k )
(19)

Compared with the traditional CPML implementation of
Table 1

2

(NMO) velocity, vpx = vpz 1 + 2 is the P-wave velocity in
the symmetry plane. δ and ε are the Thomsen anisotropic
parameters (Thomsen, 1986). a is a nonzero scalar, and θ is
the dip angle of the symmetry axis measured from vertical
direction.
It is pretty straightforward to implement the TS-CPML
scheme to compute the second-order spatial derivatives in
eq. (21). Although there is a mixed second-order spatial
derivative in eq. (21), it is also quite obvious to compute it
numerically using the TS-CPML technique, i.e., first com-

L
v2 t 2
C 0u n (i , k ) + C l(u n (i, k + l ) + u n(i , k l )) , (18a)
2
z
l =1

+v 2 t 2(D x D x+u n(i, k ) + D z D z+u n(i, k )).

q ),

spectively. vpn = vpz 1 + 2 is the P-wave normal moveout

u n +1(i , k ) = 2u n(i, k ) u n -1(i , k ) + v 2 t 2D x D x+u n(i, k )

L
v2 t 2
n
+
C
u
(
i
,
k
)
+
Cl(u n (i + l, k ) + u n(i l, k )) .
0
x2
l =1

(20)

1
H2p + vpz2 H1q vsz2H 2( p

Here p and q are the pressure wavefield and an auxiliary
wavefield, respectively. vpz and vsz are the P and the SV
velocity in the direction normal to the symmetry plane, re-

l =1

In the PML domain A or D, the corresponding finite difference scheme are:

+

2

H2 =

L
v2 t 2
C 0u n (i, k ) + Cl(u n(i, k + l ) + u n (i , k l)) .
z2
l =1

2
v pn

H1 = sin 2

n -1

L

=

q ),

where,

(i , k ) = 2 u ( i , k ) u ( i , k )

v2

2
= vpx
H2p + vpz2 H1q + vsz2H1(p

2t

Here Cl is coefficients of the 2L-order central finite difference in the computational domain. D x D x+u(i, k ) and

n +1
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Comparison of TS-CPML and CPML in computing convolution terms and their first-order spatial derivatives in anisotropic media
Method
TS-CPML

Traditional CPML

Convolution terms

x

(u ),

z

(u ),

x

u
,
x

z

u
z

x

u
,
x

z

u
,
z

x

(u ), z (u ),

x

( (u )), ( (u))
x

z

First-order spatial derivatives

z
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x

x

(u ),

z

z

(u )
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and absorbing performance, we have conducted extensive
numerical tests with various types of 2-D acoustic velocity
models. In all the following 2-D numerical examples, we
employed a finite-difference scheme that is second order in
time and sixth order in space in computational and PML
domain. If not specified, the finite difference grid is uniform
with a grid spacing x = z = 50 m and the time step is
t = 5 ms.

p z ( i x, k z )
=

1
z
p i x, k z +
+ p z i x, k z
2 z
2

z
.
2

(22)

Similarly, the second-order derivatives were computed in
the half grids in the x direction, and then averaged to the
whole grids:
p x z (i x , k z )
=

1
x
p (i x + , k z ) + p x z ( i x
2 xz
2

x
, k z) .
2

(23)

3.1

Table 2 shows the comparison of computing terms required in solving the second-order pseudo-acoustic wave
equation in a tilted transverse isotropic (TTI) medium between the traditional CPML implementation method (Appendix B) and TS-CPML method.

In our first test, we chose a homogeneous isotropic velocity
−1
model (Figure 2a) with a wave speed 3000 m s . We set the
model size to be 10 km×10 km and employed an explosive
Ricker wavelet source with a dominant frequency 5 Hz,
which was placed at the center of the model. To satisfy the
null initial condition, we shifted the Ricker wavelet function
by t0=1.5/f0=0.3s in time. We kept the duration of simulation
to 10 s, which comprises 2000 timesteps.
Following Martin and Komatitsch (2009), we employed
the following equations for the three parameters in the
CPML stretching function:

3. Numerical test
As we have shown in the previous sections, TS-CPML can
be directly used to solve the second-order wave equations in
isotropic and TTI anisotropic media. To verify its accuracy

Table 2

Homogeneous model

Comparison of TS-CPML and CPML in computing convolution terms and their first-order spatial derivatives in a TTI medium
Method

Convolution terms

x

p
,
x

(q ), z (q ),
x

(p ), z (p ),

x

(p ), z (p ),

z

p
,
z

x

q
,
x

x

p
,
x

x

q
,
x

TS-CPML

x

Traditional CPML

(q ), z (q ),
x
x

x

First-order spatial derivatives

x

p
,
z

z

q
,
z

x

q
z

z

p
,
z

x

p
,
z

z

q
,
z

x

q
,
z

( (p )), ( (p)),
( (q )), ( (q))
x

z

z

x

z

z

None

( (p)), z ( (p)),
(q )), ( (q )),
x(
z
(p )), ( (q ))
x(
x
x

x

z

x

z

z

z

−1

Figure 2 Model and results of LRCs. (a) The 2-D homogeneous model is 10 km×10 km in dimension and has an acoustic velocity of 3000 m s . The thin
dashed lines represent the boundaries between the computational and PML domains. The thick horizontal dashed line indicates the locations (2 km in depth)
of the 201 receivers, from which the local reflection coefficients (LRCs) are measured and shown in (b) and (c). (b) LRCs measured at the 201 receivers from
simulation B (split-field PML), simulation C (CPML, first-order) and simulation D (TS-CPML) are shown in blue dashed, black solid and red dotted lines,
respectively. Note a 10-cell thick PML layer is used in all the simulations. (c) LRCs measured at the 201 receivers from the TS-CPML synthetics computed
with a 10-cell thick, 20-cell thick, and 30-cell thick PML layer are shown in red dotted, green and brown dash-dotted lines, respectively.
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(

)

m

d xi = d 0 x i / L , x i = x, z ;
xi

a xi

(

2

)( )
= a (1 x / L ), x = x, z ,
= 1+
0

(24)

1 x i / L , x i = x, z ;

0

i

i

where d xi is the absorbing function in the PML domain and xi
indicates the distance from the interior-PML interface into
the PML zone along the xi axis. L is the thickness of the PML
and m=2. Following Collino and Tsogka (2001), the reference value for d0 in the damping function was set to
d 0 = 3vp log((1 + R c) / (2L)) where Rc is the theoretical reflection coefficient and vp is the acoustic wave velocity. We
set κ0=1 (Komatitsch and Martin, 2007), a0=2πf0 where f0 is
the dominant frequency of the Ricker wavelet.
To compare the amplitude of the reflected wave and its
relative errors of different simulations, we first used a regular
n t
FD to compute a reference wavefield, u ref
(i x, k z ), which
can be considered as the accurate solution for a given source
and velocity model. The velocity model needs to be large
enough to avoid reflections from its boundaries to arrive
before 10 s. In our simulation, we employed a
(800Δx×800Δz) model, which is three times larger than the
regular (200Δx×200Δz) models, to compute the reference
solution. For each simulation with the TS-CPML and other
existing PML/CPML techniques, we define the local reflection coefficient LRC(i,k):

LRC(i, k )
= max 20log 10

n t ( i x , k z ) u n t (i x , k z )
u ref
sim
n t (i x , k z )
max u ref

,

(25)

n t
n t
Here u ref
(i x, k z ) and u sim (i x, k z ) are the reference
and simulated wavefield in the regular (200Δx×200Δz)
model, respectively. For a specific grid point, the value of
LRC(i,k) shows the absorbing performance of various PML/
CPML implementations. The smaller the value is, the better
the absorption performance at the point (i,k) is achieved.
For the sake of brevity in this paper, we hereafter referred
to the reflecting boundary with conventional-grid finite-difference based on the second-order scalar wave equation as
simulation A, the classical split-field PML boundary condition with stagger-grid finite-difference based on the firstorder scalar wave equation as simulation B, the CPML
boundary condition with stagger-grid finite-difference based
on the first-order scalar wave equation as simulation C, and
the proposed TS-CPML method for the second-order scalar
wave equation as simulation D. In the simulations, B, C, and
D, the PML/CPML thickness is set to 10 cells. In order to
quantify the absorbing performance of simulation B, C and
D, we computed LRC along a horizontal line at the depth of
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40Δz, which is shown as the thick black dashed line in Figure
2a. Figure 2b shows the calculated LRCs of the three simulations, B, C and D using a 10-cell thick PML layer. The
split-field PML (blue dashed line in Figure 2b) shows poorer
absorbing performance than the two CPML methods (black
solid line and red dotted line in Figure 2b), which have
roughly the same performance. Figure 2c shows the comparison of the LRCs along the same horizontal receiver line
in simulation D with a 10-cell thick, a 20-cell thick, and a 30cell thick PML layer, respectively. From Figure 2c, we can
see that as expected, increasing the PML layer thickness
reduces the amplitude of the reflected waves and improves
the absorption performance. More specifically, the LRCs of
the 30-cell thick PML layer (about 2.5 times the dominant
wavelength) is approximately equal to −60 dB, which means
that the amplitude of the reflected waves from model
boundaries is only about 0.1% of reflected waves without
any absorbing.
Figure 3a shows wavefield snapshots of the simulations A,
B, C, and D (from the top row to the bottom row) at four
different times (1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 s). The regular FD
simulation A shows strong reflections from the model
boundaries (top row of Figure 3a). We set a hypothetic receiver at the location (50Δx, 50Δz) (black reverse triangle in
Figure 3a) to record seismogram in these simulations to
quantify the relative errors. Figure 3b shows the synthetic
seismograms at the receiver location calculated based on
simulations B (blue dashed line), C (green dot-dashed line),
and D (red dotted line). For comparison, we also show the
reference synthetic seismogram at the same location in the
black solid line. We can see that the reflection amplitude
from the split-field PML boundary condition in simulation B
is much larger than that of the CPML boundary condition in
simulation C and the TS-CPML boundary condition in simulation D. On the other hand, amplitudes of the reflections
from the TS-CPML and the CPML are roughly the same.
Figure 3c shows the differences between the three TS-CPML
synthetics (10-cell, 20-cell, and 30-cell thick PML layer) and
the reference seismogram at the same hypothetic receiver.
Increasing the CPML layer thickness could reduce the errors
as shown in Figure 2c. From Figure 2c, we can see that a 10cell thick PML can reduce artificial reflection to ~1% level,
which is a precision for general wavefield simulations.
However, if one wants to achieve a precision with errors
<~0.1%, then a 30-cell thick PML layer (about 2.5 times the
dominant wavelength) is required for this particular example.
To compare the absorbing and computational efficiency
between the conventional CPML and the TS-CPML proposed here, we performed numerical simulations with the
two implementations using a 2-D velocity model that has the
same model parameters of the homogeneous model shown in
Figure 2a except for a free surface on top (Figure 4a). The
conventional CPML simulation is based on the method of

https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11430-021-9784-7
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Figure 3 (a) Snapshots of the wavefield at 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 s with boundary conditions of reflection, split-field PML, CPML and TS-CPML,
respectively, are shown from the top to the bottom. The thin dashed lines represent the boundaries between the computational and PML domains. The inverted
solid triangle indicates the location of the recordings and results shown in (b) and (c). (b) Synthetic seismograms at (2.5 km, 2.5 km) (inverted solid triangle in
(a)) computed with split-field PML, CPML and TS-CPML are shown in blue dashed, green dot-dashed and red dotted lines, respectively. For comparison, the
reference seismogram is also shown in a black solid line. Inset shows the enlarged seismograms. (c) TS-CPML synthetics at (2.5 km, 2.5 km) (inverted solid
triangle in (a)) computed with a 10-cell thick, 20-cell thick, and 30-cell thick PML layer are shown in red dotted, green and brown dot-dashed lines,
respectively.

Pasalic and McGarry (2010), and details of the implementation shown in Appendix A. In general, the con-

volution terms can be discretized on either integer-grid or
half-grid points, and the latter usually has better absorbing

https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11430-021-9784-7
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Figure 4 (a) The same 2-D homogeneous velocity model with a free surface on top. The thick horizontal dashed line indicates the locations of the 201
receivers. (b) LRCs measured at the 201 receivers based on the conventional CPML and the proposed TS-CPML are shown in blue dashed and red dotted
lines, respectively. (c) Snapshots of the wavefields at 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 4.5 s from the conventional CPML and TS-CPML simulations are shown in the top and
bottom lows, respectively. (d) Synthetic seismograms at the receiver R (20Δx, Δz) computed with CPML and TS-CPML are shown in blue dashed and red
dotted lines, respectively. For comparison, the reference seismogram is also shown in a black solid line. Inset shows the enlarged differences between the two
CPML synthetics and the reference trace.

performance. In our simulation, we discretized the convolution terms on integer grids. We also placed a point
source at the center of the model (open star in Figure 4a) and
computed LRCs along a horizontal line at the depth of 50 m
(the thick black dashed line in Figure 4a). Figure 4b shows
the calculated LRCs from the CPML (blue dashed line) and
TS-CPML (red dotted line) using a 10-cell thick PML layer.
In general, amplitudes of the reflections from the TS-CPML
are two to three times smaller than those from the conventional CPML method. Note that the CPML results shown
here are from the implementation of the second-order
acoustic wave equation. Therefore, they are different from
those shown in Figures 2 and 3, which are from simulations
using the first-order wave equation.
In Figure 4c, we further show the wavefield snapshots of
the CPML (top row) and TS-CPML simulations (bottom
row) at four different times, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 4.5 s. Indeed,
reflections from the three PML boundaries are almost invisible in both simulations. In Figure 4d, we also plotted the
synthetic seismograms at one of the receivers along the line,
which is located at (20Δx, Δz) and indicated by a white reverse triangle in Figure 4c. The CPML and TS-CPML synthetics are shown in blue dashed and red dotted lines,
respectively. We also show the reference synthetic seismogram (accurate solution) for comparison (Figure 4d). Again,

the three traces are almost identical, manifesting the high
absorbing efficiency in both implementations. We computed
the differences between the PML synthetics and the reference trace, which are the computational errors of the two
implementations. The enlarged differences shown in Figure
4d indicate that the CPML reflections from PML boundaries
are ~1% of the direction arrival (blue dashed line in the inset
of Figure 4d), while the TS-CPML reflections are less than
0.5%. Both the LRC and synthetics showed in Figure 4b and
4d demonstrated that our TS-CPML has a better absorbing
performance than the conventional CPML implementation of
the second-order wave equation.
Computationally, we also found that our TS-CPML technique has a slight advantage over the conventional CPML
method. We employed a single CPU Linux machine with an
intel e5-2680 v3 processor (12 cores) and a 128 GB memory
card. The CPU time for a 2000-timestep simulation with the
TS-CPML and CPML implementations is 0.67 and 0.72 s,
respectively (Table 3). This is because the conventional
CPML requires two more differential calculations at each grid
point in the PML region than TS-CPML (Table 1 and Table 2).
3.2

Heterogeneous model

Next, to evaluate its performance in more complex velocity

https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11430-021-9784-7
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CPU times of the TS-CPML and CMPL
Method

Isotropic (2000 timesteps)

TTI acoustic (10000
timesteps)

TS-CPML (s)

0.67

485

CPML (s)

0.72

493

models, we applied the TS-CPML scheme to the 2D SEG/
EAGE salt model with a free-surface boundary on top. The
model is shown in Figure 5. The total size of the model is
32.45 km×7.5 km consisting of a computational domain of
629Δx×140Δz in the middle surrounded by a 10-cell thick
PML layer in the left side, right side, and the bottom. We

Figure 5 The 2-D SEG/EAGE salt velocity model. It has a free-surface
boundary on top and has a dimension of 32.45 km×7.5 km, which was
discretized into 649 cells in x direction and 150 cells in z direction.

placed a Ricker wavelet source at (15 km, 1.0 km), which
had a dominant frequency f0=5Hz and a shifted time t0=0.3 s.

Figure 6 Comparison of TS-CPML synthetics computed from the 2-D SEG/EAGE model shown in Figure 5 with a 10-cell thick PML layer and reference
traces. (a) The left panel shows the TS-CPML synthetics recorded at a linear array deployed along the second row of the model grids at a depth Δz=0.05 km,
while the right panel is the reference record section. Note the high similarity between the two panels. (b) The top row shows the TS-CPML synthetic
seismogram and the reference trace at (30Δx, Δz), and the bottom row shows the enlarged differences between them. (c) Same as shown in (b) except for a
different location (300Δx, Δz).
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Figure 6a shows the TS-CPML synthetic seismograms recorded by hypothetic sensors located along a horizontal line
at the depth of 50 m in the left panel, and the reference traces
in the right for comparison. The two record sections look
almost the same and the TS-CPML records show no clear
artificial reflections and low-frequency noise. To quantify
the absorbing performance of TS-CPML, we selected two
seismic traces recorded at x=1.5 km and x=15 km at the same
depth (50 m), which are plotted in Figure 6b and 6c, respectively. In each location, the TS-CPML synthetic matches
almost perfectly with the reference trace. The enlarged differences between the TS-CPML and reference synthetics
suggest that the TS-CPML technique can achieve high accuracy in a strong heterogeneous model using a thin PML
layer of only 10-cell thick.
3.3

Anisotropic model

We further verified the performance of TS-CPML and analyzed the absorbing and computational efficiency between
the conventional CPML (Appendix B for more details) and
TS-CPML in an anisotropic velocity model. Figure 7 shows
the TTI model used in our simulation. It is part of the 2D BP
TTI model with a free-surface boundary on top. The total
size of the model is 4.5 km×4.5 km, surrounding a computational domain with a PML layer of 30-cell thick on both
sides and the bottom. We applied the TS-CPML scheme to
the second-order pseudo-acoustic TTI wave equation (eq.
(20)). We employed a Ricker wavelet source with a dominant
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frequency f0=25 Hz, which was placed at (500Δx, 5Δz). We
employed a grid spacing of Δx=Δz=5 m and time step of
Δt=5 ms in this FD simulation.
Figure 8a shows the TS-CPML (left) and CPML (middle)
synthetics computed at the grids at Δz=5 m below surface,
respectively. We also show the reference record section
(right) for comparison. The three record sections appear to be
very similar, suggesting that there are no obvious reflections
from the model boundaries (two sides+bottom). We further
plotted the synthetic seismograms computed by the TSCPML and CPML methods at (0.25 km, 0.005 km) in Figures 8b. Their differences with respect to the reference trace
are shown in Figure 8c. The computational errors (Figure 8c)
indicate that artificial reflections on the conventional CPML
seismogram are approximately two times as large as those on
the TS-CPML synthetic data, suggesting that the TS-CPML
scheme has better absorbing performance for wavefield simulations in TTI media as well. As far as for the CPU times,
we employed the same processor mentioned in Section 3.1,
and ran the simulations for a total of 10000 timesteps (i.e., a
total of 5 s). The total simulation time is 485 s for the TSCPML and 493 s for the conventional CPML methods (Table
3). Table 2 also lists all the convolution terms and first-order
spatial derivatives involved in the two implementations of
wavefield simulations in TTI media.
We further extended the simulation to 70000 timesteps and
obtained a total of 35s of the wavefield. For each timestep,
we computed the total energy of the wavefield by summing
energy at each grid point in both the computational and PML

Figure 7 The anisotropic model is taken from a portion of the 2-D BP TTI model with a free-surface boundary on top. The model has a dimension of
4.5 km×4.5 km, consisting of 900 cells in x direction and 900 cells in z direction. The thin dashed lines separate the computational and the PML domains. The
isotropic velocity and the three Thomsen anisotropic parameters are showing in (a)–(d), respectively.
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Figure 8 Comparison of TS-CPML synthetics, conventional CPML synthetics and reference traces computed with the 2-D BP TTI model shown in
Figure 7. (a) These sections comprise 901 seismograms recorded at a depth of Δz=5 m from the free surface. Note the high similarity between the three
sections. (b) The conventional CPML (blue dashed line) and TS-CPML synthetics (red dotted line) are shown together with the accurate solution (black solid
line) at location (0.25 km, 0.005 km) for comparison. (c) The enlarged differences between the CPML and TS-CPML synthetics and the reference trace. Note
the CPML seismogram shows larger artificial reflections than the TS-CPML simulation does. (d) Normalized total energy integrated from the computational
and CPML domains is shown as a function of wavefield propagation time, which was simulated up to 35 s (70000 timesteps).

domains. We found that the total energy is stable at the beginning of the simulation, starts to decay once waves enter to
the PML regions (Figure 8d), suggesting that TS-CPML is a
stable implementation in the TTI medium during the 35 s
numerical simulation test.

4. Conclusions
We propose a new TS-CPML scheme for numerical modeling
of the acoustic wavefield. This allows one to use the unsplit
complex frequency shifted PML boundary condition based on
the recursive convolution technique. Our new TS-CPML approach can be applied to both isotropic and anisotropic second-order acoustic wave equations directly and efficiently.
The TS-CPML is relatively easy to implement, and numerical
simulations have demonstrated its excellent performance in
absorbing boundary reflections. Our numerical tests have also
shown that the TS-CPML method has better absorbing and

computational efficiency than the conventional CPML implementation to the second-order wave equations.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Conventional CPML implementation of the second-order acoustic wave equation
The 3-D isotropic acoustic wave equation in the stretched coordinate ( x, y , z ) can be expressed as

1 2u 2u 2u 2u



.
v2 t 2 x 2 y 2 z 2

(a1)

Pasalic and McGarry (2010) rewrote the above equation as

1 2u 2u 2u 2u  x  y  z
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where ( x , y , z ) and (  x ,  y ,  z ) are auxiliary variables. Due to the theory of CPML, the partial derivative at timestep
nt in the PML domain can be written as
u n u n
  x (u n ),
  
x
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where u n denotes the wavefield u at time step nt ,  x (u n ) denotes the time convolution term of the first-order spatial
derivative of the wavefield u. Substituting eq. (a3) into the second-order spatial derivative in the x-direction, one can obtain
the second-order spatial derivative in the PML domain, which is

  u n     u n
  x (u n ) 
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From eqs. (a2) and (a4), we can see that  x   x 
 + x  x (u )  . In order to calculate the above second-order spatial
 x 
u n
derivative in the PML domain, we need to calculate three convolutional terms variables (  x (
),  x  x (u n )  and
x
 x (u n ) ) and one first-order spatial derivative of the time convolution term,  x (u n ) . More specifically, we need to calculate

first derivative of wavefield u and we can calculate the corresponding time convolution term of  x (u n ) :
 nt
(u ).
(a5)
x
Then we need to calculate the first derivative of the time convolution term of  x (u n ) and use it calculate the corre-

 x (u nt )  bx x (u ( n 1) t )  cx

sponding time convolution term of  x  x (u n )  :


 x (u n )  .
x
The second-order spatial derivative in the z-direction can be calculated similarly.

 x  x (u n )   bx x  x (u ( n 1) )   cx
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Appendix B: Conventional CPML implementation of the coupled second-order pseudo-acoustic wave equation
Following Fletcher et al. (2009), the coupled second-order pseudo-acoustic wave equation for tilted transverse isotropic
(TTI) media can be expressed as eqs. (20) and (21). The detailed derivation of conventional CPML and implementation for
the second partial derivative can be found in Appendix A. The second-order spatial derivative of wavefield p and q at
timestep nt in the PML domain can be expressed as:
 p n  
  p n    p n 
n
n
 +  x ( p )  + x  x ( p )  ,

 
 + x 
x
x
x  x  x  x 
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The corresponding time convolution terms can be calculated similarly as shown in Appendix A, and the mixed second-order spatial derivative of wavefield p and q can be calculated by the following equation:
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It can be seen from eqs. (b3) and (b4) that the convolution terms ( x 
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and two first-order spatial derivative of the time convolution terms (  z ( p n )  ,
 z (q n )  ) need to be calculted. As
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discussed above, to calculate  x  z ( p )
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and  x  z (q ) , we first need to calculate wavefield p ( nt ) and q (nt )
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and then to calculte  z ( p n ) and  z ( q n ) . For example, the convolution term  x  z ( p )



can be calculated by the follow-

ing equation:

(b5)
 z ( p n )  .
x
Substituting eqs. (b1)–(b5) into eqs. (20) and (21), one can obtain the final conventional coupled second-order pseudo-acoustic CPML wave equation.

 x  z ( p n )   bx x  z ( p ( n 1) )   cx

